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Syracuse University Press, United States, 2016. Paperback.
Condition: New. Multilingual. Language: English . Brand New
Book. At the beginning of the twentieth century, ambitious
young writers flocked from Jewish towns and villages to
cultural centers like Warsaw, Odessa, and Vilna to seek their
fortunes. These writers, typically proficient in both Hebrew and
Yiddish, gathered in literary salons and cafes to read, declaim,
discuss, and ponder the present and future of Jewish culture.
However, in the years before and after World War I, writers and
readers increasingly immigrated to Western Europe, the
Americas, and Palestine, transforming the multilingualism that
had defined Jewish literary culture in Eastern Europe. By 1950,
Hebrew was ensconced as the language and literature of the
young state of Israel, and Yiddish was scattered throughout
postwar Jewish communities in Europe and North and South
America.Lingering Bilingualism examines these early
twentieth-century transformations of Jewish life and culture
through the lens of modern Hebrew-Yiddish bilingualism.
Exploring a series of encounters between Hebrew and Yiddish
writers and texts, Brenner demonstrates how modern Hebrew
and Yiddish literatures shifted from an established bilingualism
to a dynamic translingualism in response to radical changes in
Jewish ideology, geography, and culture. She analyzes how
these literatures...
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough manual for ebook fans. it had been writtern quite properly and valuable. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . Ca ther ine Wehner-- Dr . Ca ther ine Wehner

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to
gonna read through once again again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i
have got go through within my personal existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- B r ia n B a uch-- B r ia n B a uch
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